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The RAVINIA GRANDE

Following the stream line tr!"ud t!lis new Scott cabinet provides a spirited
interpretation of uft· ·,mudc<cnconsole design. The strikingly be!llltiful, rich
simplicity of its se', ,,;, ~s maliC this model particuJarly adaptable to the
modern home, Frl: p,"~3! is of gorgeously figured Oriental Walnut,
trimmed with a centel' c ."erllty, Graceful rounded pilasters, 'l'he lustrous
handl'ubbed piano finish r_.'lals the true natural coloring and grain of the
selected woods.
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OF THE TECHNICAL DETAILS

A STUDY of the Technical Details of the Many Outstanding Features of the New Custom
Built SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER, and a Comparison of Its Overall Fidelity,

Selectivity, Sensitivity, Power Output, Tone Balance, 10,000 Cycle Attenuation, Loud
Speaker Response, Noise Suppression, and Automatic Gain Control, as Shown by the Labo--------
ratoryCurves on the Following Pages, Will Prove Quite Conclusively That It:

~
1., COVPfSf! Greater Wave Length Rang'C'=~3.75to 2000 Meten:)

4.

5.

I 6.
"

7.
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2. Has Finer Tone and Higher Overall Fidelity. (From 30 to 16,000 Cycles)

3. Has a Smoother and More Highly Perfected Continuously Variable Higb
Fidelity Range.

Has Sharper and More Complete Attenuation at 10,000 Cycles.

Has Purer and More' Perfect Fundamental Bass Response Which Is Free
from Cabinet Boom and Resonance.

Has More Perfect Tonal Balance At All Degrees of Volume-Giving the
Same Perfect Reproduction of the Bass and Higher Frequencies at Low
as Well as High Volumes.

Has Greater Pure Class A Output with Less Harmonic Distortion.

Has Smoother Loud Speaker Frequency Response from 30 to 16,000 Cycles.

Has a Higher Degree of Selectivity, Which Is Continuously Variable from
2 to 16 Kc.

Has More Perfect, Automatic Gain Control Systems on Both R.F. and I.F.
Amplifiers.

12. Will Give Smoother and More Noise-Free Reception of All Programs, Espe.
cially in Difficult Receiving Locations.

13. Has a More Highly Developed and Distortionless Program Volume Range
Expansion System.

14. Will Give More Perfect Reprod,uction from Phonograph Recordings, Espe-
cially the Latest High Fidelity Records.

15. Will Eliminate Phonograph Needle Scratch at Low Volumes, Without Affect-
ing Reproduction of Low, Mid, or High Frequencies in Any Way at Normal
or High Volumes.

16. Is Custom Built with Greater Precision-And from Higher Quality Parts.

17. Has More Advanced Engineering Features Incorporated in Its Design.

More, WE BELIEVE, THAN ANY OTHER RADIO RECEIVER IN THE WORLD



Higher Fidelity-Finer Tone

Clearer Rep.·odoetion-Greater Undist,orted Volume

WITH THE NEW SCOTT PlzllhaT.mt>nlc RECEIVER
The Basic Circuit

The SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER
uses an advanced Superheterodyne Circuit, in·
corporating many new and exclusive develop·
ments of the Scott Research Laboratory. (Pat·
ents Applied For.) All of the knowledge
gained in over twelve years of continuous reo
search, development, and building of powerful
Superheterodyne receivers hl\,S been incorpo·
rated in the design of this custom-built pre'
cision radio instrument:-

\Vave Lengths Covered
The SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER
HAS A CONTINUOUS TUNING RANGE
from 3.75 meters (80 megs.) to '2,000 meters
(150 Kc.), with no gaps, except a narrow range
at each side of the LF. freq. The exception-
ally wide range of frequencies covered by the
SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER makes
possible the reception of all programs on tbe
ultra-short wave, regular short wave, standard
broadcast, and the long wave lengths, on six
bands as follows: 1ST BAND-150 Kc. to 410
Kc. (2000 to 732 Meters); 2ND BAND-540
Kc. to 1575 Kc. (556 to 190 Meters); 3RD
BAND-1.55 Megs. to 4.3 Megs. (195 to 69.8
Meters); 4TH BAND-4.2 Megs. to 10.3
Megs. (71.5 to 29.1 Meters); 5TH BAND-
10 Megs. to 26 Megs. (30 to 11.5 Meters);
6TH BAND-25 Megs. to 80 Megs. (12 to
3.75 Meters); Plus-A Special Logging Scale
from 0 to 100.

All wave bands are accurately calibrated on
an extremely legible 8" diameter dial, with a
special 3600 logging scale provided for logging
stations on odd megacycle frequencies on the
short wave bands. As an example: When
tuning between 9.5 and 9.6 megacycles on an
ordinary receiver, you have about % inch
tuning area, but on the SCOTT PHILHAR·
MONIC the stations are spread over more than
1'" on the logging scale, allowing 12 separate
stafions to -be- logged net"Ween thes-e- two-'fre~-
quencies.

Number and Type of Tubes
The new SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RE·
CEIVER uses thirty of the latest type tubes-
all glass-and study of technical description
which follows will clearly show that" if even
one of 'these tubes were eliminated, the results
now 'accomplished would be impossible. While
metal tubes are undoubtedly more compact
than the glass type, a long series of tests in
our Laboratory proved to us conclusively that
this small size has been attained only by sacri-
ficing performance and dependability.

In the R.F. stages the new 6U7G tubes are
used, their extremely high mutual conductance
and amplification factor making it possible to
secure more gain on the shorter wave lengths.

In the Oscillator Circuit the 6J5G tube is
useJ in preference to its nearest metal tube
equivalent, the 6G5, because of its superiority
for high frequency oscillator operation due to
its extremely low electrode capacities, low plate
resistance, high mutual conductance and am-
plification.

In the LF. Amplifier three 6K7G tubes are
used because their extremely low grid to plate
capacities aid circuit stability and their very
high plate resistance permits greater selectivity
and per~ect band pass curve shape in the LF.
tuned circuits.

The 6L6G tube, because of its better lead
wire insulation and safety factor against flash-
over, is used in preference 'to its metal tube
equivalent the 6L6. Our tests of a large num-
ber of 6L6_'TIst?~_ !~bes show.e..<l too_great a
percentage of failure when operated at maxi·
mum power due to flash-over between the metal
case and electrode leads which are extremely
close together.

_ The Scott Supersl~ld Antenna Courili!!
Unit Used on Foreign Short Wave Bands.

Three double-purpose 6B8G tubes are used
in the R.F. AGC, LF. AGC, and the last LF.
Amplifier and diode detector, performing in
one tube the two functions of amplification and
rectification with maximum efficiency. The
6B8G tube is used in preference to its metal
equivalent, the 6B8, which has an excessive
amount of microphonism, probably due to lack
of space to support the tube elements rigidly
in the small metal tube envelope. Altogether
four double-purpose 6B8G tubes are used in

the-SCoOT'!' PHlLHA'RMONIC- RECEtV-ER~
making it the equivalent of a 34 tube receiver.

In the Volume Range Expander Circuit two
6L 7G tubes are used in preference to the metal
type 6L 7, again because of the greater freedom
from micro phonics in the glass tube.

In the Converter Circuit a 6L7G tube is used
in preference to the 6A 7 or other types which
have been used up to this time in the Converter
Circuit, because of its much greater efficienC)
on the shorter wave lengths.

The Voltage Regulator Tube has been built
especially to our own specifications by one of
the largest tube companies, and is the result
of a long series of tests and development, ana
is used to assure a constant plate voltage on
the oscillator at all times.

The tubes used are as follows: 6--6l5G's,
4-6L6G's, 4-6B8G's, 3-6L7G's, 3-6K7G's,
2-6H6G's, 2-6U7G's, 2-83-v's, 1-6J7G,
1-6G5, 1-6E5 and I-Special Voltage Regu.
lator.

The Antenna Circuit
A special Noise-Reducing Supershield Antenna
Coupling System developed in the Scott Re-
search Laboratories (Scott Patents Applied
For) is incorporated in the Antenna Circuit,
which practically eliminates electrical interfer·
ence or noise picked up on the antenna lead-in
on all short wave bands from 12.8 to 76 meters,
and at the same time effectively DOUBLES the
Sensitivity or istance gettmg a -iIitytJItne
receiver and antenna combination, by providing
a highly efficient transfer of the signal picked
up on the flat-top of the antenna to the grid
of 'the first R.F. tube.---- - ~
1000 Times More Efficient

The Laboratory Curves reproduced show
clearly the efficiency of the Scott Supershield
Antenna Coupling System as compared with
the best of the "noise reducing" antenna sys·
terns we have tested. It will be noted that the
best other "noise reducing" antenna system has
an average discrimination of approximately 10
to 1 in favor of the desired signal against noise
or interference picked up on the antenna lead·
in, while the new Scott Supershield Antenna
Coupling System, measured and tested in ex-
actly the same way, shows that it has an aver-
age discrimination of approximately 10,000 to 1
in favor of the desired against noise or inter·
ference picked up on the antenna lead-in.

In addition to being approximately 1.000
times more efficient in eliminating electrical
interference picked up on the antenna lead-in,
the Laboratory Curves prove that it is also more



Jfficient in transferring to the receiver the sig·
nals picked up on the antenna. The curves
show the relative gains obtained over the im·
portant short wave bands of: (I) The regular
antenna. (2) The best "noise reducing" an·
tenna system we have tested, outside of a Scott.
(3) The new Scott Supershield Antenna
Coupling System used with the Scott Super
Antenna. (See Page 13.)

This new Scott development means that "fe·
ception is now possible on the short wave
bands in many locations where short wave reo
ception at present is unsatisfactory or impos·
sible, owing to the large amount of noise and
interference picked up on the antenna lead·in.

Band Pass R. F. Amplification
After many months of research a new Scott

'R.F. development (Scott Patent Applied For)
pro\j.des-t~olution to a problem for which
radio engineers have been searching for years

. -a two stage R.F. Amplifier (on the broad·
cast band) which is very sharp when extreme
,Selectivity is desired to bring in weak distrmt
stations on channels adjacent to powerful lo·
cals, but which is automatically band.passed
to 18 Kc. when High Fidelity reception is
desired.

Up to this time, a two stage R.F. Amplifier
in front of the Superheterodyne could easily
be designed to provide: (1) Maximum Selec-
tivity, (2) Maximum Fidelity. If the R.F. Am·
plifier is designed to provide Maximum Selec-
tivity then it automatically cuts side bands
and makes true High Fidelity reproduction im-
possible. If, on the other hand, it is designed
to provide Maximum Band-Pass for High Fidel·
'ity it will not have any great degree of Selec·

\. tivity. The result has been that receivers up
to this time which used two tuned R.F. stages
on the broadcast band have compromised at a
half.way point by providing fair Selectivity
and fair Fidelity.

However, the special cjrcuit recently devel·
oped in our Research Laboratories makes both
R.F. stages highly selective when tuning for
distant stations but automatically band· passes
them whe1t High Fidelity reception is desired,
providing Maximum Selectivity, Greater Sensi·
tivity, and Higher Fidelity with a minimum of
noise. ,

The two tuned R.F. stage~ are used on all
wave bands (except the ultra-high frequency
band) using two 6U7G tubes, which are tuned
by new type micrometer adjustm"nt air con-
densers. On the ultra-high frequency band a
special low loss, boosted and tuned R.F. circuit
(also developed in the Scott Research Labora-
tories) assures the highest possible Sensitivity
and Selectivity on this band.

The first tuned circuit resonates and ampli·
fies the desired signal before it reaches the
first R.F. tube. The second and third tuned
circuits operate in the plate circuits of the
6U7G tubes instead of the grid circuits, as is
usual, and provide maximum R.F. gain on the
short wave bands. All R.F. coils are wound on
special low loss forms, and by using excep·
tionally large coils and shields, eddy current
losses are practically eliminated, and a total
l1'ain in circuit efficiency of approximately 3
to 1 is obtained over receivers using the usual
size coils and shields.

The curve reproduced shows the Selectivity
of the R.F. Amplifier when the Selectivity Con-
trol is set for weak distant station reception
on a channel adjacent to powerful locals, and
the band width passed when the Selectivity
Control is set for Hi!(h Fidelity reception.
Note particularly that there is no change in
the steep sides of the R.F. Selectivity curve as
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the band width is changed, as would be the
case were the cheaper resistance broadening
scheme used. This means that higher fidelity
reception, with less background noise is se-
cured than has been attained up to this time
With any other known system.

The Oscillator
The new type 6J5G oscillator tube operated
in a special electron coupled. oscillator circuit
(a development of the Scott Research Labora·
tory) is incorporated in the SCOTT PHIL·
HARMONIC RECEIVER.

It is well known that it has been difficult to
sufficiently stabilize the oscillator in a Super-
heterodyne so that exact calibration of the
receiver will be maintained ...at all times. A
very slight oscillator shift, due to any change
of line voltage or signal strength variation reo
sults in a dial calibration shift which is par-
ticularly noticeable on the short waves. This
has been completely overcome in the SCOTT
PHILHARMONIC REC£:i'v'ER thru the use
of an auxiliary stabilizing circuit embodying
a new type Voltage Regulator Tube, built
especially to Scott specifications, which main-
tains the plate voltage in the oscillator abso-
lutely constant at all times.

.000
3000

2000

In addition to preventing calibration shift,
this stabilizing circuit has also reduced con-
siderably the distortion ("twisting" of the
signal) so commonly noticed on the ordinary
radio receiver in the reception of short wave
stations during conditions of rapid fading. A
special High Frequency boost circuit assures
maximum conversion efficiency from the low·
est to the highest frequencies, providing ex-
ceptional ultra-short wave reception free from
the usual hum modulation. Complete thermal
isolation from the heat generated in the volt·
age dividers and the use of micrometer adjust-
ment air condenser trimmers and padders fur·
ther assures mor.e precise dial calibration and
circuit alignment on all ranges.

The Converter Circuit
A specially developed Converter Circuit is in·
corporated using the 6L 7G tube covering the
very wide range. of frequencies of the SCOTT
PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER with "peak"
efficiency.

The I. F. Amplifier
Four stages of I.F. Amplification are incor·
porated in the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RE·
CEIVER using three 6K7G tubes in the first
three stages, and one 6B8G dual purpose tube
in the fourth LF. stage to furnish ample driv·
ing power for the Audio Frequency diode to
handle high percentage modulation peaks, and
assure perfect rectification without distortion.

Both primary and secondary coils in each
LF. transformer are wound with Litzendrath
wire, in 4 pi sections, on special low loss bake·
lite forms, and tuned by air condensers
mounted on Steatite insulators. To prevent the
usual loss of efficiency due to eddy current
losses when small shield cans are used, all LF.
transformers are mounted in shield cans 3lh"
in diameter. An electrostatic shield is provided
between. the primary and secondary of each
LF. transformer to eliminate any capacity
coupling between these circuits, assuring pure
magnetic coupling .••Each LF. stage is so thor-
oughly shielded, care ully filtered, and effec·
tively by· passed, that ~ery trace of interstage
coupling and instability is eliminated, making
it possible to utilize fully the high gain in the
LF. amplifying system.

The very advanced design of the LF. Ampli-
fier, with its perfect srability and high gain,
provides a tremendous degree of Usable Sensi-
tivitv and is. we believe, the most powerful
and' highly developed LF. Amplifier ever in·
corpor .ted in a Superheterodyne Receiver,
and together with the new highly efficient Scott
R.F. system, makes possible the reception of
signals from weak, distant foreign stations
which would be entirely missed on the ordinary
radio receiver.

The Selectivity
One of the outstanding features of the SCOTT
PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER is the Con-
tinuously Variable Band Pass LF. Selectivity
from 2 to 16 Kc., and this combined with our
newly developed method of controlling the
Selectivity in the R.F. stages, provides a range
of Selectivity and Fidelity which, we believe,
has never before been attained in any Super-
heterodyne receiver. As the Selectivity is con·
tinuously variable, it can be set to give the
maximum degree of Fidelity possible from any
station tuned in, with interference eliminated
from stations on nearby frequencies.

The Continuously Variable Selectivity Sys-
tem incorporated in the SCOTT PHILHAR·
MONIC RECEIVER has been perfected and
developed entirely by the E. H. Scott Radio



Laboratories over II period of two years. Her,e-
tofore, various methods of controlling band
pass width or Selectivity on a receiver have
been confined entirely to controlling the Selec-
tivity in the LF. Amplifier, the R.F. Amplifier
remaining with a fixed degree of Selectivity.
This means that when the receiver is used for
High Fidelity reception, the higher frequencies
are cut due to the Selectivity of the R.F. stages.

A new feature in connection with the Vari·
able Selectivity Control is the special means
to secure maximum Sensitivity when the re-
ceiver is in the MAXIMUM SELECTIVE posi-
tion. This, with its extremely high USABLE
SENSITIVITY, makes it the'ideal receiver for
those who are particularly interested in the
reception of very weak, distant stations, as
well as for those who are interested primarily
in tonal perfection.

A study of the Laboratory LF. curves will
show that in the most selective position, ad-

__ ja~n.Lchannel di~.rl.mination of E.>proxi~tely
10,000 to 1 is attained, WIiich ena@es the
receiver to reach out and bring in weak, dis-
tant stations which ordinarily would be blan-
keted by interference from powerful nearby
stations on adjacent channels. However, when
a high degree of Selectivity is not required, the
Selectivity can instantly be adjusted so that
the receiver will pass, without attenuation, the
highest overtones which the best High Fidelity
station now on the air is capable of transmit-
ting.

Two Separate Automatic
Gain Control Systems

In order to maintain complete and satisfactory
control of the very high gain in the SCOTT
PHILHARMONIC I RECEIVER, two separate
'and very highly developed Automatic Gain Con-
trol Systems are used, the first controlling the
R.F. Amplifier, using one 6B8G tube, the sec-
ond system controlling the LF. Amplifier using
one 6B8G tube.

~----------------------------
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The Sensitivity
A Sensitivity Control is provided on the front
panel which ,is continuously variable to allow
the Sensitivity of the 'receiver to be set at the

Section 0/ Selectivity-Fidelity Control
Mechanism.

In order to prevent interference from signals
'of strong stations on channels adjacent to weak,
distant stations, and provide maximum gain
in-the-T:-r.a.mpliiiet 'uncier alI-c6n-dtttons;-a---~
fully delayed R.F. Automatic Gain Control Sys-
tem is used. This part of the system prevents
overloading of the R.F. and Converter tubes,
and eliminates noise and distortion when tuned
to a powerful local station, or to a distant sta-
tion on a channel adjacent to a local station.

The Automatic Gain Control System operat-
ing in the LF. Amplifier, is a recently per·
fected development of the Scott Research
Laboratories which: (l) At all times assures
a constant volume level of the signal being
received. (2) Gives an accurate tuning indi-
cation when receiver is operated at High Fidel-
ity as well as in the selective position. (3)
Automatically decreases the gain if receiver is
detuned from center of resonance, thus mini·
mizing tuning "swish," and eliminating micro·
phonics on the short wave bands which are
due to amplitude modulation on the side of a
steep resonance curve.

A study of the Automatic Gain Control
curve will show clearly the extreme degree of
efficiency secured by the two separate Auto-
matic Gain Control Systems incorporated in
the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER.

exact point which provides the quietest possib: _,'
reception in all classes of receiving locations;
but is unique in that it does not affect or
impair the AGC action at any degree of Sensi-
tivity.

One of the many remarkable features of
the new SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RE·
CEIVER is the high degree of extremely
USABLE Sensitivity on all wave lengths, espe-
cially. on the short wave bands where a high
degree of Sensitivity is so necessary to bring
in the programs from distant foreign stations
clearly and with good volume. An examination
of the Sensitivity Curve will show that on the
foreign short wave bands between 11.5 and
71.5 meters, the Sensitivity at a 1 to 1 noise
ratio is approximately .3 of a microvolt. On
the Long Wave, Broadcast Band, and Police
Band, the Sensitivity is approximately .7 of a
microvolt. The noise measurements shown on
the Sensitivity Curve were measured with an
unmodulated carrier in each case. This ex. ,

$L .~~treJl}.e4'-high~.....iLLUSABLi: ~ensitivitx.....:
is just one of the reasons why, we believe, the
new SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER
will, during the coming year, undoubtedly es-
tablish many new and sensational records in
the reception of weak, low-powered foreign
stations, thousands of miles distant.

Silent Tuning Between
Stations

1£ a receiver is to bring in stations from dis·
tant parts of the world, it must necessarily
have a very high degree of Sensitivity. 1£ it is
to hold signals from distant stations at a con·
stant volume level, it must have an extremely
efficient Automatic Gain Control System. How·
ever, a highly sensitive receiver with an ex-
tremely efficient Automatic Gain Control system
means that when tuning between stations,
the Automatic Gain Control System will open
up the full Sensitivity of the receiver, and
unless the location is an extremely quiet one
free from all forms of electrical interference.
a considerable amount of noise will be heard-
when tuning from one station to another.

In the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RE-
CEIVER, the Sensitivity, being continuously
variable, can be set at any desired point, en-
abling it to be adjusted to a position where



The Scott Philharmonic Power Amplifier

The SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER is equipped with a very heavy
duty power supply. This assures constant voltage regulation, regardless of
the circumstances under which the receiver is operated. It is equipped with
a Hi·Lo switch, making it possible to operate the receiver under either high
or low voltage conditions. Enough reserve power has been built into the
power supply system to permit the receiver to be worked at maximum out·
put without overloading. The power transformer alone weighs 16~ lbs.
The Scott "chimney action" cooling system is built into the power trans·
former, preventing excess heat.

A special filtering circuit eliminates the 120 cycle hum component and pre·
vents laminations in power transformer and filter chokes from buzzing. An
electrostatic shield prevents any possibility of line interference being fed
into the receiver.









noise caused by electrical interference, etc.,
picked up on flat top of the antenna is practi-
cally eliminated, enabling stations to be tuned
in from one end of the dial to the other without
noise between stations. This feature means that
the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC can always be
operated at the maximum Sensitivity in any
particular location, to give the smoothest and
quietest reception.

The Fidelity
Acoustical engineers have proved by scientific
tests that the audible range of the human ear
is from 30 to 16,000 cycles or vibrations per
second. Obviously, the receiver that is designed
to reproduce all tones within these frequency
limits will give the most natural reproduction.
If a receiver is designed to reproduce less
than 16,000 vibrations or cycles per second, it
is evident that a large part of the overtones
and harmonics which give music and voice
their individuality will be completely missing
from the reproduction. _

At the present time, four special High Fidel-
ity stations are broadcasting on the 1550 Kc.
and 1530 Kc. channels on a 20 Kc. band width,
while applications for construction-permits are
before the Federal Radio Commission for 12
additional High Fidelity stations. These spe-
cial High Fidelity stations are licensed to trans-
mit on all frequencies up to 16,000 cycles, and
the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER
has been designed (when used with the special
new Scott High Frequency Speakers) to re-
produce the full frequency range transmitted
by these stations.

Stations on the broadcast band are required
by the Federal Radio Commission to limit
their transmissions to a maximum of 8.500
cycles in order to cut down interference ~ith
stations on adjacent channels. However, if
perfect reception is to be obtained from these
stations, the frequency response of the receiver
must be flat to 8,500 cycles, otherwise the
higher frequencies or over tones are not heard.
When receiving stations with this high degree
of Fidelity on the broadcast band, it is neces-
sary to provide means for preventin~ interfering
whistles from the carriers of stations on adja-
cent channels.

In the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RE-
CEIVER this is accomplished by incorporat-
ing a perfected 10,000 Cycle Attenuator (Scott
Patents Applied For), which is a recent de-
velopment of the Scott Research Laboratories
and provides infinite attenuation of the unde-
sired 10,000 cycle adjacent channel whistle or
interference, without affecting the frequencies
up to 8,500 cycles' or over 11,000 cycles by
more than 1 db-a degree of perfection, we
believe, never before attained in any attenua-
tion net work designed for use in a radio
receiver.

The Fidelity is continuously variable by
means of the Fidelity-Selectivity Control on
the front panel, and a comparison of the Fidel-
ity Curve shown with the Fidelity Curve of
any other radio receiver produced up to this
time, will, we believe, quickly prove beyond
all question the outstanding superiority and
finer tone of the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC
RECEIVER.

The Bass Control
Another remarkable feature of the SCOTT
PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER is the new
Bass Bi-Resonator System, another recent de-
velopment of the Scott Research Laboratories
(Scott Patents Applied For). It provides per-
fect reproduction of the bass or lower frequen-
cies without in any way affecting or muffling
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the reproduction of the speaking or singing
voice, or any of the higher frequencies.

Generally, when such" a remarkable bass
response is obtained in a radio receiver, it is
accompanied by considerable AC hum, espe·
cially when the Bass Control is set for maxi·
mum response. In the new Scott Bass Control
System perfect bass reproduction has been
secured, but the hum has been entirely elimi-
nated. An examination of the curves repro-
duced will show the extremely sharp dip at
60 cycles which eliminates the 60 cycle AC
hum frequently picked up from the AC power
line, and also tube hum and 60 cycle line hum
frequently fed in from the remote pick-ups of
broadcast stations. It will also be noted that
our Bass Control System provides practically
no boost at frequencies of 120 cycles or
higher, which again minimizes the 120 cycle
hum frequently heard on a number of stations.
A listening test on the new SCOTT PHILHAR·

I.F. Transformer Showing Four Pl. Lit-
zendrath Coils, Air Tuning Condensers

and Part of HI-FI Control.

MONIC RECEIVER will quickly prove the
tremendous improvement in bass reproduction
this new system provides.

Tone Balanced Volume
Control System

The Tone Balanced Volume Control System
built into the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RE-
CEIVER is much more than a control which
raises and lowers the volume of the receiver,
for incorporated with it is a tone balancing
system which has been designed to follow al-
most exactly the Fletcher curve, named after
Dr. Harvey Fletcher, the well known acoustical
engineer, who carried out a large number of
scientific tests in the Acoustical Division of
the Bell Laboratories to secure this data.

A common fault in most radio receivers is
that when the volume ~s lowered, most of
the lower frequencies, or bass notes, and most ''; .
of the higher frequencies are completely lost, ." c', I
leav-tng.- only the nates in the middle -rQgist€r-,.:.!'~ ~
audible. It is well known that the human ear
does not respond as well to the very low or the
very high tones when heard at low volume, as
it does when these tones are reproduced at a
higher degree of volume. Some attempts to
compensate for this ear deficiency have re-
sulted only in unnatural reproduction, which
soon becomes very monotonous.

The Tone Balanced Volume Control System
incorporated in the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC
RECEIVER has been scientifically designed
to follow the response of the ear to the lower
and higher frequencies at varying degrees of
volume, maintaining at all times a perfect bal·
ance between the bass and the brilliant higher
frequencies or overtones with the mid fre-
quency range.

The result of this highly developed tone bal-
anced system is that when the volume is
turned down even to the lowest levels, the
rich, low bass tones, together with the highest
overtones, come thru in perfect balance with
the tones of the middle register, so allowing
music to be as completely and thoroughly en·
joyed when listened to at a low volume, as it
is when listened to at normal or high volumes.

The Audio Amplifier
Scott Receivers have always been noted for
their fine Tone, but in the new SCOTT PHIL-



HARMONIC RECEIVER, several newly de-
veloped and perfected features have been in-
corporated which make it possible to give a
still more vivid life-like reproduction at any
degree of volume, without the slightest dis-
tortion or A.C. hum. Four stages of pure Class
"A" Audio Frequency Amplification are used.
The first audio stage uses the new type 6J5G
tube. The second Audio stage, which operates
as a distortionless phase inverter, uses one
6J5G tube. The third audio stage uses two
6J5G tubes as push pull drivers. The fourth,
or output stage, uses four 6L6G beam power
tubes, with the newly developed Inverse, Feed
Back System to minimize amplitude and fre-
quency distortion.

40 \Vatts of Pure Class A
Ootput

The four 6L6G tubes used in parallel push
pull in the power output stage, together with

-=O-a- specmHy-d'esigT,,,<:l-dTiver-stage,--al16w' 15%--
of the gain of the 6L6G tubes to be used for
distortion cancellation in the tubes themselves,
and the last traces of distortion are cut by a
factor of 4 to 1, with the result that 40 watts
of pure Class "A" output is obtained with
less than 1% overall harmonic distortion.

If the most perfect tonal reproduction is to
be secured, the Power Amplifier must be
capable of handling every loud passage with-
out distortion or fuzziness. We have provided
sufficient power so that it is possible to repro-
duce, should you desire it, even a full sym-
phony orchestra, with the original volume and
hear every note or sound as clear and undis-
torted as you would if you were actually in ~he
auditorium,

One stage of Audio Amplification could
have been eliminated if the 6L6G power tubes
had been used in the usual manner, but the
increased harmonic distortion would have re-
sulted in inferior reproduction and poorer
tone quality. The SCOTT PHILHARMONIC
RECEIVER has been designed for those who
desire the finest and most perfect radio receiv-
ing and phonograph reproducing instrument it
is possible to produce.

The Loud Speaker Acoostical
Response

An examination of the Acoustical Curves of
even the best of loud speakers will show many
"peaks" and "dips" in the loud speaker re-
sponse at vanous requencles, W lch means that
the tones coming in at the "peaks" of the
speaker are accentuated or made louder than
they should be, while the tones coming in at
the "dips" are not heard with sufficient vol-
ume, with the result that reproduction is im-
paired in proportion to the range of these
variations in "peaks" and "dips" of the speaker.

The new Inverse Feed-Back System incor-,
porated in the Scott Philharmonic Audio
Amplifier automatically cuts down these
"peaks" and brings up the "dips," giving finer
and more natural reproduction and flattening
out the acoustical response of the speaker by
a factor of approximately 2 to 1. In addition
to improving the acoustical response of the
speaker, it extends the frequency range both
at the low and high frequency ends, and the
objectionable "hang over" often so noticeable
in loud bass reproduction caused by the speaker
cone vibrating after the note or sound has
actually ceased, is eliminated.

, The improvement in the loud speaker acous-
tical response is illustrated graphically in the
two loud speaker curves. No. 1 curve is the
acoustical response of the new Scott High

Perfected Volume Range
Expansion System

When you listen to a symphony broadcast or
any program in which there is a fairly wide
dynamic volume range, it is seldom heard
exactly as you would hear it if you were listen-
ing to the orchestra in the Auditorium or
broadcast studio, for the softer passages are
made louder, and the heavy forte passages are
reduced in volume. This is because a monitor-
ing engineer at the transmitting station con-
trol board makes the very soft passages louder,
so that you may hear them without objection-

- --alJle -tIlbe-his or linelloise;-while- the- very-
loud passages he reduces in volume, to avoid
overloading the transmitter amplifier. The re-
sult is that while you do not realize it, the
majority of programs you listen to over the
air are compressed into a much smaller dy-
namic volume range than when actually heard
in the studio or Auditorium.

The recording engineer at the phonograph
recording studio performs a similar duty to
that of the monitoring engineer in the broad-
castinf! station, by making the very soft pas-
sages louder than they are actually played,
so that the record needle scratch will not be
objectionable, while the loud passages he re-
duces in volume to avoid overcutting the record
grooves.

The full dynamic volume range can be re-
stored to programs heard over the air or from
phonograph records by the use of either (l)
a Single Channel Expander or (2) a Push
Pull Expander. While the Single Channel Ex-
pander restores the dynamic volume range, and
costs considerably le'ss to incorporate in a re-
ceiver, it introduces considerable distortion
into the reproduction, esnecially in symphonic
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been especially designed for High Fidelity re- In the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RE-
production and heavy duty performance, and CEIVER a special push pull circuit developed
incorporates the very latest developments in in the Scott Research Laboratories is used in
loud speaker design, with 15" curvilinear dia- the Program Volume Range Expansion system,
phragm and heavy duty 2" voice co'l Its and provides a range of 15 db which enables

_______ l_' the d namk volwnes!!! ....by the recordin{LQ!
monitoring engineer to be restored to the
original volume range at which the program
was played, giving distortionless Program Vol-
ume Range Expansion, with continuously vari-
able control on both phonograph reproduction
and radio reception. The Program Volume
Range Expander circuit uses one 6J5G tube,
one 6H6G tube, and two 6L7G tubes in push
pull.

","
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Fidelity speaker connected to the Philharmonic
Amplifier, and shows clearly the tremendous
improvement over that obtained from the stand-
ard High Fidelity speaker connected to the
regular type of high quality amplifier.

The new SCOTT High Fidelity Speaker has

The Scott High Fidelity Heavy Duty
Speaker.

frequency response covers perfectly the fre-
quency range on all broadcast stations except
the special "High Fidelity" stations. To cover
the range of these special stations, two special
High Frequency speakers bave been developed
which reproduce the higher frequencies or
overtones from 7,000 to 16,000 cycles, and can
be supplied as optional equipment.

Tuning and Program Volume
Range Expander Indicators

An amplifying type 6G5 cathode ray tube is
used to indicate when a station (from the
weakest to the strongest) is tuned exactly at
resonance, and an amplifying type 6E5 cathode
ray tube is used to indicate exactly the amount
of expansion being added to either record or
phonograph reproduction.

Phonograph Reproduction
Connections are provided to attach a phono-
graph pick-up to the SCOTT PHILHAR-
MONIC RECEIVER, and a switch on the front
panel allows the receiver to be instantly ad-



,justed, either for reception of programs off
/' the air, or phonograph record reproduction.

All tone adjustments are available on phono-
graph reproduction as well as programs re-
ceived off the air. This means that if the
record is lacking, to your ear, in either the
low or bass tones, or the higher overtones,
these frequencies can be adjusted until the
reproduction is exactly as you desire to hear it.

Phono Record Surface
Noise Suppressed

Today operas, symphonies and music of all
kinds are now being recorded on the new High
Fidelity records, and literally bring to the
home the finest music and musical talent of
the world.

However, the presence of needle scratch
when listening to phonograph records has al-
ways been one of the great objections raised
by musicians, or those interested in good music,
to phonograph record reproduction. and various
methods have been tried to eliminate or re-
duce it. One very common method is to use
a type of phonograph pick-up the response
of which is limited to the reproduction of fre-
quencies not exceeding 4,000 cycles, If a high
quality, High Fidelity phonograph pick-up is
used, the higher frequencies or overtones are
reproduced, but the record scratch also in-
creases. Many musicians, while objecting very
much to the scratch, refuse to allow if to be
eliminated at the expense of the higher fre-
quencies, being willing to tolerate the scratch
so that they can hear the complete range of
higher tones which the new High Fidelity
records are capable of giving them. Most
people, however, prefer to eliminate the scratch
even at the expense of the higher frequencies,
and the usual method has been to cut the
higher frequencies until the scratch is not
heard. Consequently, all of the life is taken
out of the reproduction, making it sound
muffied and unnatural.

A recent development of the Scott Research
Laboratories (Scott Patents Applied For) has
at last made possible the full enjoyment of
phonograph reproduction, for it automatically
eliminates the scratch on the record at the
lower volume levels where it is so objection-
able, but does not affect the full reproduction
of the higher frequencies at normal or high
voll;,me.

The result of this very outstanding develop-
ment in phonograph record reproduction is
that music or voice can now be listened to with
all of the life and vividness of the original,
and a degree of pleasure that simply cannot
be realized until one has listened to an actual
demonstration of this amazing and very re-
markable development.

Headphone Operation
A special jack is provided by which a pair of
headphones can· be plugged in and a program
listened to thru headphones only, cutting out
the speaker, or if desired, both speaker and
phones can be used simultaneously. The head-
phone connection can also be adapted for use
with a special Bone Conduction Hearing Aid
which allows those affiicted with most forms of
deafness to hear and enjoy programs over the
air, or phonograph records, equally as well as
those who possess their normal hearing.

Microphone Operation
In the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER
connections are provided to which a micro-
phone or pre-amplifier can be instantly at-
tached, allowing the receiver to be used, if de-
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sired, as a very fine Public Address System, or
by placing the microphone in one room, and
the receiver in another, entertainment can be
staged in the home, which will come thru the
receiver with ever higher Fidelity than you
will hear the same selections coming from a

The Two Units 0/ the...,Four~l1ng Spednl
Lo;' Loss J1ariable Condenser.

broadcasting station. The rea~on for this is
that your program will not be subjected to
the line or frequency limitations of the broad-
casting station.

Recording
The High Fidelity of the SCOTT PHILHAR-
MONIC RECEIVER makes it ideal for the
recording of programs directly off the air, or
of recording thru the microphone. This feature
is especially valuable to students of voice, or
to those who desire to make recordings of the
various programs they hear over the air. Music
students find the recorder valuable in making
recordings of the progress they are making
in their studies,

Prices of complete recording equipment for
use in connection with the SCOTT PHILHAR-
MONIC RECEIVER will gladly be supplied on
request.

The Pow.~rSupply
The SCOTT PHILHARMONIC RECEIVER is
equipp~d, with a very heavy duty power sup-
ply which assures constant voltage regulation,
regardless of the circumstances under which
the receiver is operated, It is equipped with
a Hi-La switch, making it possible to operate
the receiver under either high or low voltage
conditions. Enough reserve power has been
built into the power suppiy system t,o permit
the receiver to be worked at maximum output
without overloading. The power transformer
alone weighs 16% Ibs, and has been designed
in such a way that only four secondary wind-
ings are necessary, making it possible to use
heavier wire and thicker insulation between
windings, insuring practically indefinite life.
The Scott "chimney action" cooling system is
built into the power transformer and causes a

constant circulation of air around the wind-
ings of the transformer, preventing excess heat.

A special filtering circuit using two heavy
duty time delay 83-v rectifier tubes elimi-
nates the 120 cycle hum component and pre-
vents laminations in power transformer and
filter chokes from buzzing. An electrostatic
shield is used between the primary and sec-
ondary windings of the power transformer to
prevent any possibility of line interference
being fed into the receiver.

Air condensers are used thruout in all tuned
circuits. All coupling condensers are her-
metically sealed in molded bakelite to provide
protection from temperature and humidity va-
riations. A new type electrolytic filter con-
denser, chromium plated inside and out, pro-
vides many times the useful life of the ordinary
type electrolytic condensers used in most radio
receivers, A s!,~ciHl low laos, wide spaeed, ..£o-UL..
gang Tuning Condenser is used in two separate
units to isolate high frequeney currents and
provide stable gain at high frequencies. All
high frequency circuits are insulated either
with high frequency low loss Steatite, or spe-
cial low loss high frequency bakelite, includ-
ing Wave Change Switch and High Frequency
tube sockets, coil forms, etc. All High Fre-
quencycircuits are thoroughly isolated, inde-
pendently shielded, by-passed and filtered-
Special low loss, eight layer celanese insula-
tion used on all shielded leads in high fre-
quency circuits~Metalized, hermetically sealed,
molded bakelite resistors used thruout-Plate
voltage and bias dividers designed to dissipate
heat externally to still further reduce possibility
of frequency drift thm excessive heat changing
characteristics of tunin'g coils and condensers
-Heavy copper tinned braid used for all high
frequency ground circuits-Extremely heavy-
duty 16lh lb. power transformer-Heavy duty
chokes used in special circuit which prevent
any possibility of laminations buzzing arid caus-
ing hum-Chassis and amplifier base 14 gauge
steel, heavily chromium plated.

Five Year Guarantee
Every part of the SCOTT PHILHARMONIC
RECEIVER is fully guaranteed (exeept tubes)
for FIVE YEARS against defects in either ma-
terial or workmanship, and· will be replaced
free of charge, when returned to the laboratory,
provided chassis seals are not broken or re-
ceiver tampered with.

Visitors Always Welcome at
Scott Laboratories

Scott Receivers are custom built to order, in
very limited numbers, in one of the world's
most modern and completely equipped radio
laboratories, by skilled technicians trained for
many years in precision work by Scott Labora-
tory engineers.

It is only when you can actually see the fine
quality of parts, the precision workmanship,
and the expert testing and checking of every
receiver, that you are able to realize the tre-
mendous difference in quality between an
ordinary receiver and a Custom Built Scott
Receiver. For this reason, we are always glad
to welcome visitors at the Laboratory and take
them through, where they have an opportunity
to see exactly how a Scott Receiver is built
and tested. It is an experience you will thor-
oughly enjoy if you are interested in fine
things.



A strikingly beautiful Moderne console in
beautiful rich Laurel wood and Walnut, with
Catelin door handles •

•

A spirited interpretation of ultra-modern con-
sole design-built in beautifully Figured Ori-
ental Walnut.

JhLe~
A delightful cabinet styled in authentic
Swedish Moderne, of selected and Figured
American Walnut.

A, distinctive creation of the Chippendale
period in Swirl Mahogany with hand carved
legs and grille.
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SHORT WAVE STATIONS 01= THE WORLD
AM P_M

PST 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 121 I 2 3 4 5 b .:,
8 9 10

LOCATION FREQUENCY DAYS MST 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 121 I 2- 3 4 5 6'7 8 9 10 II

/COUNTRY CITY CALL MEG. MET lOG ON AIR (ST 6 7 8 9 10 II 121 I 2- 3 4 5 b re 9 10 II 1'2
~.. OIA, ES 7 8 9 10 II 12 I 2 3 4 ~ 6 789 10 \I 12 I

COLOMBIA CARTAGENA HJ-IABP 961 3\.20 DAILY
PANAMA PANAMA H P-5) 960 3\.24 WEEK DAYS 0;.·5\JN.

~, RUSS IA MOSCOW RAN 9,60 31.25 DAILY --
HOLLAND EINDHOVEN PC) 959 31.28 WEDNESDAY w

AUSTRALIA SYDNEY VK-2ME 9.59 31.28 SUNDAY SO"

U.S,A, ".. PHIL- PA W3.XAU 9.59 3\.28 DAI LY
I -

ENGLAND DAILYLONDON GSC 958 31.32
AUSTRALIA MELBOURNE VK3LR 9,58 31.32 DAILY

U,S,A, Nee BOSTON WIXK 957 31.35 DAI LY
GERMANY BERLIN DJA 956 31.38 DAILY -~
FIJ I. IS. SUVA VPD-2 9.54 31.45 WEEK DAYS - \

GERMANY BERLIN DJN 9.54 3/.45 DAILY -~
U.S.A. Nee SCHENECTADY W2XAF 953 31.48 DAI'!:;,\"

CHINA HONG KONG ZBW-3 9.52. 31.49 DAILY --~
ENGLAND LONDON GS6 9.51 _ 31.55 DAI t:.Yc
COLOM B fA BUENAVENTURA HJ U 9.51 3/.55. MON·WED·FRI.

M.W,

-- Au STR,ALIA MELBOURNE VK3ME 9.50 31.57 WEEK. DA'YS ~
B RAZ I L RIO DE JANEIRO PRF-5 9.50 31.58 WEEK DAYS ';=

COLOMBIA CARTAGENA HJ·IABE 9.50 '31.58 DAILY
C.UBA HABANA COCH 9.42 31.82 DAILY
SIAM BANGKOK HS8P) 9.35 3209 THURSDAY -- -

TIME SIG-NALS -- NAA 9.2.5 32.4~
HUNGARY BUDAPEST HAT-4 9.12 32.88 SUNDAY -

TIME SIGNALS -- NAA 8.15 36.61
COSTA RICA SAN JOSE TIEP 6.69 44.84 DAILY

EX. £oUN.

ECUADOR GUAYAQUIL HC-2RL 6.63 45.21 SUNDAY -~. -
OM,-REP. TRUJILLO HI'I 6.63 45.25 WEEK DAYS

)OM,-REP. TRUJI LLO HIT 6.63 45.25 SUNDAV -- AECUADOR RIOBAMBA PRADO 6.61 45.33 'IHURSDAY ""
COSTA RICA SAN JOSE TIRCC 6.55 45.80 DAILY
VENEZUELA VALENCIA YV6RB 6.54 45.83 DAILY .

\
YEN nUELA CARACAS YV5RH 6.40 46.88' DAILY
COSTA RICA SAN JOSE TIPG 6.4/ 46.60 DAILY
DOM.-REP. TRUJI LLO HI-IX 6.34 41.32 TuES- FRI. = ~-- DOi"1.-REP. TRUJI LLO HIN 6.24 48.08 WEEK DAYS x u

"HONDURAS LA CEIBA HRD 6.23 48.lt weEK DAYS EX ",
VENEZUELA CARACAS YVSRB 6.15 48.13 DAILV

U.S.A. NBC PITTS6URe;,H ~W8XK 6.14 48,86 DAILY
CUBA HABANA,/ COCO 6.13 48.94 WEEK DAYS
U.S.A. <.es NEW YORK. W2XE 6.12 49.02 OAI LV -U.SA "e. Bou.~DA3~OOK W3XAL 6.10 49.18 MON· WED- SAT. ..."" -WE'D-FRI·

CANAP~/ "B-D>MANSVILLE CRCX 609 49.26 WEEK DAYS
- •...~~A CHICAGO W9XAA 6.08 49.34 DAILY

r U.S.A MBS CINCINNATI W8XAL 6.06 49.50 DAILY

lU.S.A ".s PHIL-PA. W3XAU 6.06 49.50 DAILY

f

COLOMBIA BOGOTA HJ-3ABD 6.05 49.59 DAILY
COLOMBIA BARRANQUILLA H)- lABG 6.04 49.65 WEEK DAYS

I COLOMBIA BARRANQUILLA HJ- lABG 6.04 49.65 SUNDAY
t U·S.A. Nec BOSTON WIXAL 6.04 49.67 MON·TUES· FRI. -I-- -I

~,
COLOMB IA MEDELLIN HJ·4ABP 6.03 49.75 DAILY x su

GERMANY BERLIN DJC 6.02 49.83 DAILY
.....•..

l· CUBA HABANA COCO 6.01 49.92 DAILY \COLOMBIA BOGOTA HJN 5.95 50.42 WEEK DAYS """
GUATEMALA GUATEMALA TG-2X 5.94 50.51 WED- SAT.

HAITI PORT-AU-PRINCE HH-2S 5.92 50.76 WEEK. DAYS " t

I
HON DURAS TEe;,UCIGALPA HRN 5.87 51.06 DAILY .,

VENEZUELA MARACAIBO YVIRB 5.85 51.28 WEEK DAYS , ", f:}
COSTARICA SAN JOSE TIGPH 5.83 51.46 WEEK DAYS. )1,. SUN. ..•
VENEZUELA CARACAS YV5RC 5.80 51.72 SUNDAV
NICARAGUA MANAGUA YNOP 5.75 52.10 WEEK. DAVS. &'x II"'.

1 ~_VIATJON BAN D 5.70 4.10 MEeTS.

~" ,MATEUR PHONE BAND 4.00 3.90 ME&S.
-~kJ

AVIATiON BAND 3.50 2.60 MEGS.
POLICE CALLS 'MUNICIPAL 2.50 2.40 MEGS. --'
AMATEUR PHONE BAND 2.00 - 1.80 MEGS. ,
POLICE CALLS-MOSTLY STATE 1.12 - 1.60 MEGS. - - , ..•. '

-----~HI-FIDELITY B,C STATIONS 1.55 1.53 ME<;.S· ~ ~ . v~:
AMERiCAN BROADCASr BAND 1500KC-S50KC ZOO-545 METeRS ~ .......• - :-/3.-"'---------- "-..... - -

----.... ------ - .--",-
~-~ k., _-....... ---=--'-".~ _.'--~ ./ '. £', .•....• -;:: . -. ___..c . ~~.--



A FINE MODERN INTERIOR
be seen at the extreme right· of the picture. This distinctive ine '
terior, in the town house of one of New York's most prominent
families, is typical of the many hundreds of fine homes in which
the Scott occupies a prominent place. A few other recent pnr-
chasers of Scott receivers are the following:

The picture above, appearing in the latest edition of the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica, illustrates some interesting trends in modern
home doecoration. In keeping with the spirit of this luxurious
room is the Scott radio conveniently housed in the unique cabinet
at the end of the davenport-an arrangement "which makes lun-
ing comfortable and easy. A corner of the speaker console may
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